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APPENDIX H*

TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS (TDMA) SYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE

SUMMARY

The attached paper gives a detailed system description of the time division multiple
access (TDMA) system and its operation.  The TDMA system approach has emerged
from the systematic study of alternatives undertaken by RTCA SC-172 as the leading
candidate approach.  Highlighted are the ability of the system to meet near-term needs
for increased voice capacity with no impact on existing air traffic control (ATC)
infrastructure and the ability to support advanced voice signalling features and
improved RFI immunity.  Also highlighted is the evolutionary transition to data link
communications supported by the system without requiring radio re-equipage.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

                                                  
* Appendix H is produced in English only.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

European States in high traffic density areas of Western Europe have expressed a need for a new
air/ground (A/G) radio system ! operational by 1998 ! that increases voice circuit capacity.  A channel
split to 8.33 kHz double sideband amplitude modulation (DSB AM) from the current 25 kHz DSB AM is
currently favoured by the affected European States.  This is considered an Ainterim@ solution resulting in
what is referred to as a Atwo step@ approach to the target all digital voice and data very high frequency
(VHF) radio system.  Alternatives proceeding directly to the target all digital system without an interim
analog system have been referred to as the Aone step@ approach as radio re-equipage (ground and airborne)
occurs only once.

This paper describes an alternative one step approach based on a time division multiple access (TDMA)
signal-in-space architecture.  The objective of this architecture is to support a spectrum efficient voice
system to meet near-term needs for increased voice capacity, while providing a natural time-phased
evolution toward a mixed voice and data environment that maintains spectrum efficiency with increasing
levels of data traffic.  The remainder of this section is devoted to describing the TDMA system
architectural framework:  the physical layer characteristics of the system and the approach used to achieve
operational flexibility.  Section 2 addresses implementation of a voice-only TDMA system capability
focused on meeting near-term needs for increased voice capacity.  Finally, Section 3 addresses the evolution
to discrete addressed voice and data operation.

1.1 BASIC RADIO CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TDMA SYSTEM

1.1.1 RF and modulation

At the physical layer, the TDMA system architecture is completely consistent with that of the VHF digital
link (VDL) standards activity now under way in the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). 
This offers the dual benefit of:  1) simplifying the TDMA system standardization process since part of an
existing standard will apply; and 2) of providing a path by which initial implementation of the voice
capability can be upgraded to provide integrated data link communications.  The physical layer
characteristics relevant to the TDMA system description presented in this appendix are as follows:

a) frequency band:  118 to 137 MHz;

b) RF channelization:  25 kHz centres;

c) Channel structure:  single frequency (for uplink and downlink);

d) Modulation:  digital, non-coherent detection (3 bits per symbol);

e) Aggregate channel rate:  31.5 kbits/s (10.5 k symbols/s); and
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f) Operating modes:  a dual mode backward compatible, with 25 kHz DSB AM.

1.1.2 Timing structure

All TDMA system operation is based on 120 ms TDMA frames.  Each TDMA frame contains four 30 ms
slots1.  Each of these slots form the basis for an independent two way A/G circuit capable of supporting
two way real-time voice or data link applications.  Each slot contains bursts for two independently accessed
sub-channels (Figure 1-1).  The first of these is a management sub-channel (M) that carries system data
for signalling and circuit initialization functions.  The second is the voice or data sub-channel (V/D) that
carries user information.  The following paragraphs describe the components and timing budget required
for each of the two sub-channel bursts.  See Figure 1-2 for a depiction of the timing budget for the 30 ms
slot.

Figure 1-1.  TDMA system timing hierarchy

                                                  
1 Assuming a standard range configuration as described in Section 1.2.1.  An extended range configuration

can be supported with three slots per 120 ms frame.  The concept of system configurations will be addressed in
Section 1.2.3.
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Figure 1-2.  TDMA timing budget
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1.1.2.1 Management sub-channel

The M sub-channel format varies depending on whether the burst is an uplink transmission from the ground
or a downlink transmission from an aircraft.  In either case, there are four components that must be
time-budgeted as follows:

a) Ramp up time:  this allowance is 5 symbol periods;

b) Synchronization sequence:  this allowance is 16 symbols;

c) System data:  A 2 rate forward error correction code in blocks of 24 bits is
employed.  The uplink burst contains four, 24-bit codewords for an allowance of
32 symbols; the downlink contains two, 24-bit codewords for an allowance of
16 symbols; and

d) Propagation guard time:  the time available for this component determines the
maximum operating range from the radio site and is dictated by the downlink
transmission at maximum range.  Beyond this range, round trip propagation delay
could result in overlap between the sub-channel bursts potentially resulting in
interference.  For the standard range configurations, the time allowed is 2.7 ms which
supports ranges of up to 215 nmi from the radio site.  This maximum range of
215 nmi provides some margin in meeting the established range requirement of
200 nmi.

1.1.2.2 Voice/data sub-channel

The V/D sub-channel format is consistent between uplink and downlink transmissions.  In this case there
are five components that must be time-budgeted as follows:

a) Ramp up time:  this allowance is 5 symbol periods;

b) Synchronization sequence:  this allowance is 16 symbols;

c) Header field:  A 2 rate forward error correction code block of 24 bits makes up this
field.  The allowance is 8 symbols.

d) User information:  this represents the user payload for voice or data traffic.  The
allowance is 192 symbols; and

e) Propagation guard time:  As was the case with the M sub-channel, the time available
for this component determines the maximum operating range from the radio site and
will be dictated by downlink transmissions.  Beyond this range round trip
propagation delay could result in overlap between slots potentially resulting in
interference.  For the standard range configurations, the time allowed is 2.7 ms which
supports ranges of up to 215 nmi from the radio site.
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Ramp up and down times of 5 symbol periods are allowed for spectral containment.  However, ramp down
times do not have to appear in the timing budget, since this time can overlap with the ramp up time of the
subsequent burst.

1.1.3 Transmit-receive and receive-transmit switching time requirements

The TDMA timing structure places requirements on the radio hardware relative to the time allowed for the
airborne transceiver to switch from transmit to receive and vice versa.  Appendix A shows all the possible
switching scenarios that will be encountered by the airborne transceiver in the four slot, standard range
system configurations and the most stringent switching time.  (Appendix A assumes the reader is familiar
with the use of the management sub-channels as described in Sections 2 and 3).  This time corresponds to
the round trip propagation guard time.  Therefore the switching must occur within 2.7 ms.

1.2 ACHIEVING FLEXIBILITY IN THE TDMA SYSTEM

A key attribute of the TDMA system architecture is the flexibility to accommodate a range of operational
requirements through a set of predefined system configurations.  These system configurations provide the
flexibility to tailor the ground station to specific requirements for operating range and functional capability
desired by a CAA or service provider.  A given system configuration is established on a static basis within
the ground radio and communicated to the airborne radios as initialization information in the
M sub-channel uplink.  This enables airborne radios to adapt to differing ground system configurations in a
manner completely transparent to the users.  The concept of system configurations is discussed further in
Section 1.2.3.

1.2.1 Radio range

In the timing budget, guard times are required to compensate for propagation delay.  In order to reach the
best trade-off of spectrum efficiency and flexibility, system configurations supporting different operational
ranges have been established.  Standard range system configurations support four slots per TDMA frame.
 These configurations support operational ranges of up to 215 nmiles from the ground radio site and should
satisfy the majority of A/G communication requirements.  Extended range system configurations of three
slots would be used in cases where longer range is required.

1.2.2 Functional capabilities supported

Two basic levels of functional capability have been defined for the system as follows:

a) Voice-only operation:  This level allows civil aviation administrations (CAAs) to
immediately obtain the benefit of maximum voice circuit capacity increase with
minimal ground infrastructure investment (limited to upgrades at the ground radio
site).  With additional logic functions in the ground radio, signalling capability that
enforces a channel access protocol to help mitigate the problems of Astuck
microphone@ and Awalk-on@ can be implemented at this level if desired. Additionally,
at this level, a system configuration has been defined that supports two station area
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coverage site diversity operation.

b) Discrete addressed voice and data applications:  This is the level that would be
implemented when discrete addressing and data link functionality is desired and can
be supported by the ATC infrastructure.  In this configuration, one or more of the
four 30 ms time slots are reserved for data link traffic. Within this level, several
system configurations exist that support various combinations of voice and data link
capacity.

1.2.3 TDMA system configurations

Within the fixed 120 ms TDMA frame structure, a predefined set of system configurations are established
to achieve flexibility.  Each system configuration corresponds to a specific preconfigured static allocation
of the capacity of each 25 kHz frequency (i.e. individual time slots) to certain users and functions.  In the
ATC environment, distinct user groups exist based on air traffic control (ATC) control positions or
sectors.  Each user group includes the ground user (usually an air traffic controller) and the Aclient@ aircraft
of that ground user.  A fundamental objective of the TDMA system is to provide voice circuit resources to
each user group on a dedicated basis while simultaneously providing access to data link with a single
airborne radio transceiver.

Additionally, one configuration is defined where there is no predetermined static allocation of resources 
within the 25 kHz channel; resource allocations for both voice and data are made strictly on a demand
basis.  This configuration is established for non ATC applications and possibly for ATC applications in the
long-term future where voice traffic volume is reduced significantly through the use of data link.

The system configuration established for a ground radio is communicated  to the airborne radios through an
initialization message contained in the M sub-channel uplink.  Airborne radios therefore Asense@ and adapt
to the system configuration of the ground radio with which communications will be established.  This
adaptation to the proper system configuration is completely transparent to the users.

Figure 1-3 shows the system configurations for the standard range, four slot frame.  A similar but more
limited range of configurations exist for the extended range, three slot frame.  Other system configurations
could be readily defined and supported to meet specialized requirements if needed.  The five configurations
described here are believed to be representative of CAA or service provider requirements.  An overview of
the application of each system configuration is discussed in the paragraphs to follow.

1.2.3.1 System configuration AA4V@@

This configuration is used where increased voice circuit capacity is required and discrete addressing and
data link is not required.  Four user groups are each provided dedicated voice slots from a single radio site.

1.2.3.2 System configuration AA2V2S@@

This configuration has been established primarily for use where increased voice circuit capacity is required
with two station coverage.  Discrete addressing and data link is not supported.  Two user groups are
allocated dedicated voice slots with two station coverage for each group.
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1.2.3.3 System configuration AA3V1D@@

This configuration is used where increased voice circuit capacity and limited discrete addressed data link
capacity is required.  This configuration supports three user groups, each with dedicated voice slots but
sharing a common data slot.

1.2.3.4 System configuration AA2V2D@@

This configuration is used where increased voice circuit capacity and high discrete addressed data link
capacity is required.  This configuration supports two user groups, each allocated a dedicated voice and
data slot.

1.2.3.5 System configuration AA3T@@

This configuration is used when user group boundaries are not required.  This configuration provides
access to voice and data with a centralized demand access across the entire channel resource.  This
configuration therefore provides full trunking efficiency of the 25 kHz channel.  This configuration is
therefore referred to as A3T@ since three slots are used in a trunked mode where any slot is dynamically
allocated to voice or data on demand to any user on the channel.  This configuration is intended primarily
for use where voice access time requirements can be relaxed.
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SECTION 2

VOICE OPERATION (NEAR-TERM IMPLEMENTATION)

2.1 BACKGROUND

One objective of the TDMA system architecture is to provide increased voice circuit capacity to meet
near-term needs in a manner that is nearly transparent to the pre-existing ATC infrastructure and
procedures.  This section addresses this level of functionality.

2.1.1 Vocoder operation

Low bit rate digital voice coding (vocoding) is the key enabling technology that gives digital mobile radios
high spectrum efficiency for voice operation.  Digital voice operation in the TDMA system is based on a
low bit rate voice coder (vocoder) operating at 4.8 kbits/s.  The most commonly used vocoders at this rate
operate on either 20 or 30 ms voice frames.  A voice frame is the basic unit of time used by the vocoder for
the processes of analysis and synthesis of the user=s speech.  Analysis is the process of converting a voice
sample into its compressed digital representation.  Synthesis is the inverse process of recovering the voice
waveform from the compressed digital representation.  While the exact vocoder algorithm to be used in the
TDMA system is TBD, the description presented in this paper is based on a vocoder voice framing of
20 ms.  However, the TDMA frame structure could accommodate a vocoder voice frame of 30 ms if that
were ultimately selected.

In the TDMA system, the time alignment of vocoder voice frames is derived from the TDMA frame timing
as established by the ground radio via the M sub-channel uplink burst.  Vocoder voice framing is such that
TDMA frame boundaries always align with voice frames.  Since the vocoder operates in real-time at a rate
of 4.8 kbits/s, analysis of each 20 ms voice frame results in a digitally compressed output of 96 bits.  The
digitally compressed output of six voice frames are mapped into each TDMA frame, thus exactly filling the
user information portion (576 bits) of each V/D sub-channel burst.  Figure 2-1 shows vocoder timing in
relationship to the TDMA frame timing for a downlink transmission.

The objective of this section is to describe the operation of the voice-only implementation of the TDMA
system.  However, the system structure has also been designed to support discrete addressed voice and data
link.  As a result, certain elements of the over-all system structure are unused at this level of
implementation.  When this occurs, a given element will be labelled as Anot used@.  Elements so labelled in
this section are explained in Section 3.

The following two subsections describe the formats of each burst type in detail.
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Figure 2-1.  Vocoder operation in TDMA radio environment
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2.1.2 Sub-channel bursts supporting voice-only operation

Time slots supporting real-time two-way voice circuits employ two types of data bursts, each of which
supports one of two embedded sub-channels of the A/G voice circuit.  The first of these is known as the
voice or data (V/D) burst or sub-channel for carrying user information, and the other is known as the
management (M) burst or sub-channel used for carrying system data (i.e. signalling and circuit
initialization overhead).  Each burst type has a distinct format depending on whether it is used for uplink or
downlink.

2.1.2.1 Voice/data sub-channel burst format

The V/D sub-channel burst contains a header portion containing two fields and a third field that carries the
user information (see Figure 2-2).  The header contains the burst type field and the local user ID field.  The
third field is the user information field.  The use of each field in the context of the V/D sub-channel burst is
explained below:

a) Burst type

This field is used to allow the receiver to properly identify a received burst.  As
shown in Figure 2-3, this field contains three, one-bit subfields plus one spare.  The
up/down subfield is coded as Adown@ by airborne transmitters and as Aup@ by ground
transmitters.  The sub-channel subfield is used to identify the burst as type M or V/D
always coded as AV/D@ by both airborne and ground transmitters.  The voice/data
subfield is always coded as Avoice@ by both airborne and ground radios.

b) Local user ID

This field is used to uniquely identify all users on the channel.  As shown in
Figure 2-3, it is composed of two subfields.  The first is the group ID, used to
identify the slot the user is associated with.  The second subfield is the discrete
address used to identify each user of the user group (slot).  This subfield is used for
identification of source airborne users on downlink transmissions and for
identification of destination airborne users on uplink.  For voice-only early
implementation, the group ID is statically set to the predetermined slot allocation, and
the discrete address subfield is always set to the Abroadcast@ code.

c) User information

This field contains the compressed digital representation of up to 120 ms of the user=s
speech.

The header portion (burst type and local user ID fields) of the V/D sub-channel burst is protected with a
rate 2 forward error correcting code in a single Golay codeword block of 24 bits.  No forward error coding
beyond that internal to the vocoder (i.e. already included in the 4.8 kbits/s vocoder rate) is used in the user
information field.
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Figure 2-2.  Sub-channel burst fields (voice-only system configurations)
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Figure 2-3.  Burst type, local user ID and voice signal fields
(voice-only system configurations)
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2.1.2.2 Management sub-channel burst format

For the system configurations supporting voice-only operation, only the uplink M sub-channel is used. The
most basic function of the M uplink burst is that of providing the time reference for the airborne radio.  The
M sub-channel uplink also provides signalling and circuit initialization functions.  The M sub-channel
uplink burst contains the following fields (see Figure 2-2):

a) Burst type:  This field is used to allow the receiver to properly identify a received
burst.  As shown in Figure 2-3, this field contains three, one bit subfields plus one
spare.  The up/down subfield is coded as Aup@ by the ground transmitter.  The
sub-channel subfield is always coded as AM@ by the ground transmitter.  The coding
of the voice/data subfield is not relevant to the M sub-channel burst.

b) Voice signal:  This field is used to signal airborne radios of the current status of the
voice circuit.  The following set of signals to the airborne radios are supported:

1) Ground pre-empt.  This signals any airborne radios in push to talk (PTT)
mode to immediately discontinue transmission.  This gives the ground user
control of the voice circuit.  The ground radio can be configured to set this bit
upon receipt of the PTT signal from the ground user.

2) Occupied by airborne user.  This signals airborne radios that the circuit is
busy when PTT is asserted by one airborne user subsequent to another airborne
user still occupying the circuit.  This gives airborne users already occupying the
circuit preferential access relative to those airborne users that are not.

3) Voice circuit idle.  This signals airborne radios that the voice circuit is
available for access by any user on a Alisten before talk@ basis.

Implementation of voice signalling is optional and at the discretion of the CAA or service provider.  If voice
signalling is not desired, the code for Avoice circuit idle@ is transmitted continuously.  In this case, system
operation defaults to one of no preferential treatment to any user of the voice circuit as is the case in the
current 25 kHz DSB AM system.

c) Initialization message:  A set of initialization messages are used in order that
airborne radios arriving on a new voice circuit properly adapt themselves for
operation within that circuit.  As shown in Figure 2-4, four initialization messages
are supported; however, only two apply to the voice-only system.  These are
discussed below:
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Figure 2-4.  Initialization message (voice-only system configurations)

1) Circuit settings:  This message contains several parameters described below:

C Slot ID ! Informs the airborne radio of the slot associated with the
M sub-channel uplink burst.

C System configuration ! Informs the airborne radio of the specific system
configuration used by the ground radio with which it is to communicate. 
Up to 64 codes are supported.  Note that the set of system configurations
identified in Figure 1-3 requires five codes.

C Squelch window ! Used by the airborne radio to limit or Asquelch out@
co-channel interference received in the absence of a desired signal. This
parameter informs the airborne radio of the allowable time of arrival
window within which all desired voice transmissions will arrive. This
parameter will be dependent on the defined operational coverage (DOC)
(i.e. the protected service volume) dimension and location relative to the
ground radio site.  This parameter can be defaulted to the full propagation
time provided thus giving the largest Asquelch opening@ for acceptance of
co-channel transmissions.  This is related to the concept of Acoded
squelch@ discussed further in Section 2.4.

2) Site diversity:  This message can be used to inform the airborne radio of up to
two alternative circuit resources to scan (presumably at diverse sites) in the
event of loss of connectivity on the current circuit.  Implementing site diversity
requiring scanning in the airborne radio is optional and at the discretion of the
CAA or service provider.  If no site diversity is required or if diverse sites
employ the same frequency and slot as the primary (thus requiring no scanning
in the airborne radio), this field is defaulted to the frequency/slot identifier of
the current circuit.

The system data portion of the M uplink sub-channel burst is protected with a rate 2 forward error
correcting code in Golay codeword blocks of 24 bits.  The total system data portion of the burst requires
four codeword blocks resulting in 48 total bits available for system data.

Note that M sub-channel uplinks occur only once per two TDMA frames (i.e. once per 240 ms) in order to
make room for M sub-channel downlinks employed later for discrete addressed voice and data; there is no
M sub-channel downlink burst for the system configurations supporting voice-only capability.

Also note that any given M sub-channel uplink burst can contain only one initialization message. 
Figure 2-5 shows, for a given slot, the ground radio=s scheduled usage of the M sub-channel uplink burst. 
The established schedule allows for an initialization message period of 960 ms (corresponding to eight
TDMA frames).
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Figure 2-5.  M sub-channel uplink usage for single user group
(voice-only system configurations)

2.2 FOUR VOICE-ONLY SLOTS (SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 4V)

2.2.1 Application

This configuration offers four, independent two-way voice circuits (slots AA,@ AB,@ AC,@ and AD@) with a
single 25 kHz frequency assignment from a single ground radio site at a range of 215 nmiles.

2.2.2 Circuit initialization

Upon entry of the frequency and slot identifier into the airborne radio, the airborne radio immediately
begins monitoring the M sub-channel uplink associated with the selected slot.  The initialization messages
associated with the selected slot are used to configure the airborne radio for operation on the circuit. 
Initialization takes less than 1 second.

Upon circuit initialization, the pilot is able to monitor the transmissions of any user on the circuit.  For
transmit, the pilot observes the same Alisten before talk@ discipline used in the current 25 kHz DSB AM
system.  When the pilot asserts PTT, the airborne radio automatically adjusts the offset timing for the
downlink V/D sub-channel bursts in accordance with the system configuration supplied as part of the
initialization message.  Figure 2-6 shows the timing of the sub-channel bursts by the airborne and ground
radios associated with a single slot (or circuit).

2.2.3 Voice signalling
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Since all airborne radios (even those in PTT transmit mode) continue to monitor the M sub-channel uplink,
voice signalling features can be supported.  The ground user can be given special status on the voice circuit
with the ability to assert PTT at any time and cause any airborne radio in PTT mode to cease transmitting.
 This is accomplished by issuing the Aground pre-empt@ code in the M sub-channel uplink burst when PTT
is asserted by the ground user.  This in turn results in the termination of any transmissions in progress by
any airborne radio on the circuit.  The airborne user could be informed of the pre-emption by the loss of
local sidetone (and presence of ground user audio).  Lockout of this airborne user would be reset by release
of PTT by the ground user and release of PTT by the airborne user.

An additional similar capability supported is the ability to resolve contention among airborne users
attempting to access the channel.  If one airborne user asserts PTT more than one signalling interval
(240 ms) ahead of another competing airborne user, the logic and signalling would support access on a
Afirst come-first serve@ basis.  Additionally, overlapping transmissions by multiple airborne users could be
cleared by the ground user if desired by a momentary PTT thus terminating the transmissions of the
airborne users.
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Figure 2-6.  Burst timing for configuration 4V

2.3 TWO STATION AREA COVERAGE (SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 2V2S)

2.3.1 Application

This system configuration is structured to operate each of the four voice slots out of diverse ground sites. 
The primary application envisioned for this system configuration is in support of a two station area
coverage capability for a given sector (or DOC).  One 25 kHz channel could serve two adjacent sectors
where each requires two station operation.  However, any combination of user groups and ground sites
could be supported where the flexibility to Adistribute the capacity@ of the 25 kHz channel among different
ground sites is required.

2.3.2 Frame structure and time reference requirements for ground radio sites

This system configuration requires the distribution of a common timing reference among the sites sharing a
common frequency2.  In order that a substantial relative timing error among the sites can be tolerated, the
frame structure of this system configuration deviates slightly from the standard range frame shown in
Figure 1-1.  This is accomplished by altering the placement of the M uplink sub-channels in the frame as
shown in Figure 2-7.  This allows a new guard time for timing tolerance among ground sites of 2 ms as
shown.  Therefore ! while still allowing for propagation guard time corresponding to a maximum range of
215 nmiles ! a relative timing drift between sites of up to 2 ms could be tolerated before intersite/interslot
overlap would result.  See Figure 2-8 for time scheduling of the sub-channel bursts used for this system
configuration.  Note that although the arrangement of the M sub-channel bursts is different than the
Astandard@ frame structure used for system configuration 4V, the periodicity of 240 ms is preserved,
thus Figure 2-5 remains applicable to this system configuration.

With this allowable budget for timing drift, at least two approaches exist for distribution of timing to each
of the ground sites sharing the common 25 kHz frequency assignment:

a) Use of HF broadcast receivers.  Information from one vendor indicates accuracies
of +/- 1.0 ms are achievable with propagation delay compensation. According to this
information, England and Germany support high frequency (HF) time broadcast that
cover most of Western Europe (see Appendix B).

b) Use of GNSS receivers.  Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers are
capable of supporting time distribution with an accuracy far greater than that
required for distributed TDMA radio sites.  It should also be noted such a system
could be made highly survivable/available.  First, only one satellite is required to be
in view of the receiver in order to receive the timing reference.  Second, stable

                                                  
2 No common timing reference at ground sites is required for any of the other system configurations

described.
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oscillators ! continually disciplined by the GNSS receiver ! can Acoast@
autonomously should the GNSS receiving function fail.  Appendix B includes
information from one vendor that offers such a receiver/oscillator configuration with
the stability to Acoast@ and maintain site timing tolerance for over a day if failure of
the GNSS receive function should occur.
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Figure 2-7.  Modified frame structure for system configuration 2V2S
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Figure 2-8.  Burst timing of users associated with each site for configuration 2V2S

2.3.3 Assignment of slots

Each of the two user groups (or sectors) supported in this configuration can each operate from two separate
ground sites.  Slot A and C are assigned to one user group and slot B and D are assigned to the other user
group.  Therefore, in addition to the slot selectors AA,@ AB,@ AC,@ and AD,@ system configuration 2V2S
requires two additional selectors: AA/C@ and AB/D.@

2.3.4 DOC geometry requirements

To provide immediate increased spectrum efficiency relative to the offset carrier system used in the current
25 kHz DSB AM system, a single 25 kHz frequency assignment using system configuration 2V2S would
have to be applied to two adjacent user groups/sectors.  The propagation guard time budgeted for each of
the sub-channel bursts dictates that the frequency serve two adjacent sectors where some limitation will
apply to the size of the combined DOCs of these adjacent sectors.  The permissible size of the combined
DOC will be highly dependent on the geometry of the DOCs relative to the ground radio sites employed by
those DOCs.  Therefore, candidate DOC pairs for operation under configuration 2V2S must be considered
on a case by case basis.  However, Figure 2-9 shows a simplistic example of two adjacent sectors with
ground sites that would be candidates for 2V2S.  Also, Figure 2-10 shows the critical geometry of the
ground sites relative to the combined DOC boundary for determining suitability of the DOC pair as
candidates for system configuration 2V2S.  It should be noted that the limiting DOC geometry shown in
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Figure 2-10 assumes all 2 ms of ground site timing tolerance is required.  Increasing the performance of the
time reference would ease DOC geometry restrictions by allowing an increase in propagation guard time.

2.3.5 Circuit initialization

Referring to Figure 2-9, assume a pilot is approaching a sector using two station coverage on slots AA/C@. 
Upon handoff, the pilot is given the new channel identifier (e.g. A125.02A/C@) which is dialled into the
airborne radio.  The AA/C@ selection entered into the radio informs it to continuously monitor the
M sub-channel uplinks of both AA@ and AC@ slots.  The M sub-channel uplink serves the same initialization
functions as previously described for system configuration 4V, but here even more use is made by the
airborne radio of the M sub-channel in order to effect site switching as discussed in Section 2.3.7.

Figure 2-9.  Example sector and site geometry
for two adjacent sectors for system configuration 2V2S
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Figure 2-10.  Critical geometry in determining DOC sizes for system configuration 2V2S

2.3.6 Ground system transmitter operation

PTT by the ground user results in simulcast transmissions from site AA@ and site AC@ (Asites@ and Aslots@ are
synonymous for purposes of this discussion).  Note that since these radio sites are time synchronized to
each other ! and assuming that the differential audio delay from the control facility to each of the sites is
small ! the coded voice representation in the last half of V/D burst AA@ is identical (or very nearly so) to
that in the first half of V/D burst AC@.  This is true likewise from V/D burst AC@ to the following V/D burst
AA@ (see Figure 2-11).  This overlap is important for smooth switching of sites by the airborne radio as
described in the next section.

2.3.7 Site selection by airborne receiver

Through continual monitoring of the M sub-channel associated with the slots at both sites, the airborne
radio makes a determination as to which of the ground sites is to be selected as active.  The active site
determines the slot selected for receiving voice transmissions from all sources, airborne and ground. Logic
for selection of the active site in the airborne radio is based on the total error output from decoding of the
four Golay codewords that makeup the system data portion of the M sub-channel uplink.  While an exact
algorithm for switching active sites is TBD, detection of one or two total bit errors over the four codewords
for two consecutive M sub-channel bursts (480 ms) would be indicative of reduced voice quality (>10-2

BER) requiring a site switch if the other site has exhibited a more favourable error rate.  Although the
switching function can be nearly seamless as discussed below, the switching logic should ideally provide
some degree of hysteresis to prevent periods of continual switching.

Figure 2-11 shows the continuity of the voice operation through the transition from one active site to the
other.  From the figure it can be seen that what makes this nearly seamless transition possible is that not
only is the TDMA frame itself an integral number of vocoder voice frames, but one half of the TDMA
frame (60 ms) is also an integral number of voice frames (3).
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2.3.8 Airborne transmitter operation

In order to provide the desired Aparty line@ effect whereby all users in a sector have air-air voice
connectivity with all others, PTT by an airborne user will result in simulcast transmissions on both slots
(e.g. AA@ and AC@).  Therefore any user will receive voice from any other airborne user (within line-of-sight)
on the slot declared active by the individual airborne receiver.  As a result, Across coupling@ of sites by the
ground system would not be required.

Figure 2-11.  Ground site transmissions and airborne receiver
site switching for configuration 2V2S
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2.3.9 Ground system site selection (receiver voting)

Some method is required for Avoting@ the best of the two receiver sites in order to give the ground user the
best received voice signal from an airborne transmitter.  Voting systems that are currently part of the ATC
infrastructure are likely to operate in one of two ways:

a) Voting systems based on audio signal to noise:  Both audio signals are input to the
voting unit where ! based on a signal to noise analysis of each signal ! the best is
determined and fed to the output for delivery to the ground user's headset.

b) Voting systems based on discrete receiver signalling:  Each receiver provides a
discrete signal (typically AGC voltage) that is indicative of signal quality.  These
inputs are used to determine which audio signal is to be fed to the output for delivery
to the ground user's headset.

The approach to be taken with the TDMA system under system configuration 2V2S may depend on which
of the two above methods is currently in use.  In either case, the receivers at each of the two sites are
capable of determining signal quality through the sync correlation value attained in detection of the
synchronization sequence of every V/D downlink burst received.  This provides a signal quality metric that
can be used for injecting noise onto the received audio signal if S/N voting is used, or that can be used
directly as a substitute for the discrete signalling if that voting method is used.

2.3.10 Voice signalling

As was the case for system configuration 4V, signalling can be supported that gives the ground user special
status on the voice circuit.  Ground user PTT at any time can clear any currently PTT'd airborne users off
the air.  This is accomplished by signalling the airborne radios that the ground user is accessing the circuit.
 This in turn results in the termination of any transmissions in progress by any airborne radio on the circuit
(operating from either site).  The airborne user could be informed of the pre-emption by the loss of local
sidetone (and presence of ground user audio).  Lockout of this airborne user would be reset by release of
PTT by the ground user and release of PTT by the airborne user.

Signalling to support the ability to resolve contention among airborne users attempting to access the
channel as discussed for configuration 4V cannot be guaranteed under configuration 2V2S without
co-ordination among ground sites that likely won't exist.

2.4 CODED SQUELCH EFFECT

The ability to prevent Anuisance@ squelch openings in the absence of a desired signal is an attractive
attribute for the future VHF A/G radio system.  Many analog mobile radio system use what is known as
tone-coded squelch to prevent nuisance squelch openings.  Any digital system naturally offers
discrimination against adjacent channel interference and other inband noise-type signals in the absence of a
desired signal since these are uncorrelated with desired signals and are thus readily discriminated by a
receiver.
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The ability to discriminate against co-channel interference in the absence of a desired signal is more of a
challenge in the VHF A/G environment.  This is due to the fact that the interference is highly correlated
with the desired signal and so must be discriminated based on some other logic.  This section discusses the
attractive attribute of the TDMA system architecture relative to offering discrimination against co-channel
interference in the absence of a desired signal.  A way to exploit this benefit to effectively increase the
system=s tolerance to co-channel interference is discussed.

2.4.1 Co-channel discrimination offered by TDMA signal architecture

In the TDMA system approach, airborne radios continually receive management channel uplink bursts at a
period of 240 ms.  These uplink bursts establish the timing reference used by all airborne radios operating
on the circuit.  This time reference establishes the exact transmission times for the V/D bursts from the
individual airborne radios. Likewise, this time reference also defines an allowable Atime window@ within
which desired air-air Aparty line@ transmissions must be received by each airborne radio.  The time
alignment of any received V/D bursts by an airborne receiver relative to the time window established by the
ground station thus provides a natural mechanism for discriminating desired transmissions (Aparty line,@
originating within the DOC) from undesired co-channel transmissions (Ainterference,@ originating in another
DOC).

In a free running network of ground stations where no common time reference is employed by ground
stations, the probability of a transmission from a co-channel DOC falling within the time window of a
receiver in an opposing co-channel DOC is small.  To allow for round trip propagation delay in a ground
station with maximum range of 215 nmi., the resulting time window is 2.7 ms.  Since a TDMA frame is
120 ms, and since burst transmissions are always identified as to which of the four slots they belong (i.e.
AA,@ AB,@ AC,@ and AD@), the probability of receiving a burst from a given co-channel aircraft from outside
the DOC of the proper slot identifier with the proper alignment within the time window is 2.7 ms/120 ms =
.023.  This probability must of course be multiplied by the usual probabilities of experiencing the proper
aircraft geometry and of experiencing transmissions from the proper aircraft.  This joint probability is thus
the probability of the pilot hearing co-channel interference in the absence of a desired signal.

In many DOC and ground radio site geometries, the full propagation delay may not be needed and therefore
a more restrictive time window could be applied by the airborne receivers thus further improving
discrimination of co-channel signals.  The ability to apply reduced time windows must be determined on a
circuit by circuit basis.  The Asquelch window@ parameter of the circuit settings initialization message is
used to apply the reduced time window when appropriate.

2.4.2 Role of coded squelch in increasing tolerance to co-channel interference

How can this discrimination against co-channel interference in the absence of a desired signal be used to
advantage in the VHF A/G environment?  Currently in the United States, rules for establishing co-channel
DOCs are based on a ratio of desired signal power to undesired signal power.  This in turn results in a
simple distance ratio value assuming all transmitters are of equal power.  The current United States
standard is 14 dB of desired to undesired signal strength, which in turn results in a distance ratio of 5:1.

In principle, due to the nature and geometry of co-channel DOCs, higher ground transmitter power could be
used to advantage to place co-channel assignments closer.  Assume for example, a given transmitter power
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(say 12 watts for all transmitters, air and ground) and that uplink and downlink budgets are reasonably
balanced with adequate margin, then a ground transmitter power increased to 25 watts will provide an
additional 3 dB co-channel margin for the desired uplink signal.  This would have the effect of allowing the
undesired distance to be reduced as though the distance ratio were based on an 11 dB co-channel criteria
(14 dB - 3 dB).  This results in a distance ratio of under 4:1.  Note that the power increase offers no benefit
for the downlink and is not needed because ground stations are seldom victims of co-channel interference. 
By the same token, increasing the transmitter power of the ground station has no co-channel interference
consequences.  This is because co-channel interference is almost always dictated by air-air geometries
between DOCs; A/G interference geometries between DOCs will virtually always involve substantial
horizon blockage.

Use of this increased power technique to further reduce co-channel distances below the 5:1 ratio are not
practical with the current system due to the lack of any ability to discriminate against co-channel signals
from outside the DOC in the absence of a desired signal.  As the co-channel distance is reduced beyond the
5:1 ratio, pilots could begin to suffer significant Anuisance@ squelch openings from airborne transmissions
in the co-channel DOCs.  The coded squelch effect offered by the TDMA architecture offers the ability to
discriminate between co-channel signals originating from within the DOC against those originating from
outside the DOC.

Although increased ground transmit power provides guaranteed co-channel protection for uplink from the
ground, reduced co-channel distances could result in some degradation in protection for airborne reception
of desired airborne signals (e.g. party line) in certain DOC geometries.  While the probability and impact of
occurrence of this interference would have to be determined, it should be noted that the TDMA architecture
supports a signalling feature to notify airborne radios of the occupancy of the channel thus largely
precluding the Astep on@ condition that would otherwise be a symptom of loss of air-air connectivity.

2.4.3 Coded squelch benefits

The TDMA system architecture provides a coded squelch effect resulting in added co-channel interference
rejection in the absence of a desired signal.  To provide co-channel discrimination, traditional coded squelch
systems would require some form of active code management and selection similar to the way frequencies
are managed and selected in the current 25 kHz DSB AM system.  This is undesirable in the A/G
environment as it adds to pilot workload and communication error modes. The TDMA system architecture
offers this effect in a natural, passive way more suited to the A/G operational environment.  This is as a
result of the ability of airborne receivers to discriminate desired from undesired signals by their arrival time
at the receiver. While this paper is not proposing a reduction of co-channel DOC separations below the 5:1
ratio now used in the United States, the benefits of the coded squelch effect may make this possible in the
longer term future and must be considered an added benefit of the TDMA VHF system architecture.
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2.5 TDMA VOICE OPERATION SUMMARY

This section has described the capability of the TDMA system architecture to support increased voice
circuit capacity to address near-term needs.  From the CAA or service provider perspective system
implementation is nearly transparent to the existing ATC infrastructure.  From the aircraft operator
perspective, the VDL system currently being standardized provides the basis at the physical layer for the
TDMA system operation.

Inherent in the TDMA system approach is the ability to support voice signalling features if desired by the
CAA; however, operation can always be defaulted to emulate that of the current 25 kHz DSB AM system.
 The system also supports two station area coverage that emulates the capabilities of offset carrier
operation in the current 25 kHz DSB AM system.  Additionally, the TDMA system provides a mechanism
that provides a coded squelch effect to reduce the effects of all types of interference in the absence of a
desired signal.  Finally, the TDMA system signal structure readily supports the transition to discrete
addressed voice and data applications when the ATC infrastructure can support this.  The operation of this
next level of service is the subject of the next section.
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SECTION 3

DISCRETE ADDRESSED VOICE AND DATA LINK

3.1 BACKGROUND

In addition to the system configurations established to support the voice-only level of service described in
Section 2, the TDMA system has several other system configurations designed to support discrete
addressing and data link capability at such time as it can be supported by the ATC ground infrastructure. 
At that point, CAA ground stations previously supporting the TDMA voice-only level of service can be
reconfigured to additionally support discrete addressing and data link.

3.1.1 Discrete addressing and user groups

Within the fixed 120 ms TDMA frame structure, a predefined set of system configurations are established
to achieve flexibility.  Each system configuration corresponds to a specific preconfigured static allocation
of the capacity of each 25 kHz frequency (i.e. individual time slots) to certain users and functions.  In the
ATC environment, distinct user groups exist based on ATC control positions or sectors.  Each user group
includes the ground user (usually an air traffic controller) and the Aclient@ aircraft of that ground user.  A
fundamental objective of the TDMA system is to provide voice circuit resources to each user group on a
dedicated basis while simultaneously providing access to data link with a single airborne radio transceiver.

Discrete addressing in the TDMA system is coupled to the user group.  A local user ID is established for
each new airborne user that enters the group (or net).  A process known as net entry serves to automatically
Alog in@ a new arrival to the group and resolve the full 24 bit ICAO aircraft address to the compressed 8 bit
local user ID.  The local user ID address space accommodates up to 60 aircraft per user group and four
user groups per 25 kHz frequency assignment.

Additionally, one configuration is defined where there is no predetermined static allocation of resources to
user groups within the 25 kHz channel; resource allocations for both voice and data are made strictly on a
demand basis.  This configuration is established for non ATC applications and possibly for ATC
applications in the long-term future where voice traffic volume is reduced significantly through the use of
data link.

3.1.2 Sub-channel bursts supporting discrete addressed voice and data operation

The description of the M and V/D bursts given in Section 2 for the voice-only level of service also apply to
the system configurations that support discrete addressed voice and data service.  However, this section will
mainly highlight details of the sub-channel bursts that apply only to discrete addressed voice and data
operation and therefore were omitted (i.e. elements labelled Anot used@) from the description in Section 2. 
In the figures that follow, the details applicable only to system configurations supporting discrete addressed
voice and data are highlighted by underscoring.
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3.1.2.1 Voice/data sub-channel burst format

The V/D sub-channel burst components are shown in Figure 3-1.  The header portion contains two fields
and a third field carries the user information.  The header contains the burst type field and the local user ID
field.  The third field is the user information field.  The use of each field in the context of the
V/D sub-channel burst is explained below:

a) Burst type:  This field is used to allow the receiver to properly identify a received
burst.  As shown in Figure 3-2, this field contains three, one bit subfields plus one
spare.  The up/down subfield is coded as Adown@ by airborne transmitters and as Aup@
by ground transmitters.  The sub-channel subfield is always coded as AV/D@ by both
airborne and ground transmitters.  The voice/data subfield is coded as Avoice@ or
Adata@ by both airborne and ground radios as appropriate.

b) Local user ID:  This field is used to uniquely identify all users on the channel.  As
shown in Figure 3-2, it is composed of two subfields.  The first is the group ID, used
to identify the slot the user is associated with.  The second subfield is the discrete
address used to identify each user of the user group.  This subfield is used for
identification of source airborne users on downlink transmissions and for
identification of destination airborne users on uplink.  Discrete address codes of 1-60
are assigned to aircraft in the group during the net entry procedure.

c) User information:  This field contains the compressed digital representation of up to
120 ms of the user=s speech if the time slot is dedicated to voice and contains user
data if the time slot is dedicated to data link.

The header portion (burst type and local user ID fields) of the V/D sub-channel burst is protected with a
rate 2 forward error correcting code in a single Golay codeword block of 24 bits.  When used for voice, no
forward error coding beyond that internal to the vocoder (and included in the 4.8 kbits/s vocoder rate) is
used in the user information field.  When used for data, the user information field employs a forward error
correcting (FEC) scheme TBD.  Use of an FEC scheme similar to that used in the VDL system would
require a total of 6 octets of FEC overhead.
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Figure 3-1.  Sub-channel burst fields (discrete addressed voice and data system configurations)
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Figure 3-2.  Burst type, local user ID and voice signal fields
(discrete addressed voice and data system configurations)

3.1.2.2 Management sub-channel burst format (uplink)

The M sub-channel burst components are shown in Figure 3-1.  The M sub-channel uplink burst contains
the following fields shown in Figure 3-2:

a) Burst type:  <as per Section 2 description>

b) Voice signal:  This field is used to signal airborne radios of the current status of the
voice circuit.  The following set of signals to the airborne radios are supported:

1) Ground pre-empt ! <as per Section 2 description>.

2) Occupied by airborne user ! <as per Section 2 description>.

3) Voice circuit idle ! <as per Section 2 description>.

4) Voice reservation ! used to grant voice access to user specified in reservation
field.  This is used only in system configuration A3T@ and is explained in
Section 3.4.2.
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c) Reservation forthcoming:  Local user ID of user that has made a reservation
request.  It is used to indicate that the request has been received and is pending.

d) Reservation:  Local user ID of user that is granted access to the next available
downlink V/D burst allocated for user data traffic.

e) Initialization message:  A set of initialization messages are used in order that
airborne radios arriving on a new voice circuit properly adapt themselves for
operation within that circuit.  As shown in Figure 3-3, four initialization messages
are supported.  These are discussed below:

1) Circuit Settings ! <as per Section 2 description>.

2) Site Diversity ! <as per Section 2 description>.

3) Net Entry Confirm ! used to confirm a random access net entry request. The
message parameters subfield is used to reply to the newly arrived user with the
full 24 bit ICAO address of the aircraft.  The address contained in the
reservation field of the same burst becomes the local user ID of the newly
entered user.

The forward error coding of the system data portion of the M uplink sub-channel burst is as per the
description given in Section 2.  The total system data portion of the burst requires four codeword blocks
resulting in 24 total bits available for system data.
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Figure 3-3.  Initialization message and reservation request fields
(discrete addressed voice and data system configurations)

Note that any given M sub-channel uplink burst can contain only one initialization message.  Figure 3-4
shows, for a given user group, the ground radio=s scheduled usage of the M sub-channel uplink burst. The
established schedule allows for an initialization message period of 960 ms (corresponding to eight TDMA
frames).  Note that all opportunities to provide the net entry confirm message may not be needed.  Since
new arrivals on the net ! or circuit ! will be relatively infrequent, there will often be no need for the net
entry confirm message during its scheduled time.  When this is the case, a null address code is used, thus
making the reservation field available for granting access to users with downlink traffic when there is no
net entry request to be serviced.

3.1.2.3 Management sub-channel burst format (downlink)
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The M sub-channel downlink burst is used by airborne radios only for random access in a slotted aloha
scheme.  The M sub-channel downlink burst is used for two separate cases.  Case 1 is for use by the
airborne radio in making reservation requests for downlink data traffic.  Case 2 is for use by the airborne
radio in making the net entry request.  The fields used for both of these cases is shown in Figure 3-1 and
explained below:

For case 1

a) Burst type:  This field is used to allow the receiver to properly identify a received
burst.  As shown in Figure 3-2, this field contains three, one bit subfields plus one
spare.  The up/down subfield is coded as Adown@ by airborne transmitters.  The
sub-channel subfield is always coded as AM@ by the airborne transmitters.  The
voice/data subfield coding is not relevant to the M sub-channel.

b) Local user ID:  This field is used to indicate the user making the reservation request.

c) Voice request:  This field is used to indicate that the airborne user identified in the
local user ID field is requesting voice access.  In system configurations that support
dedicated circuit resources for each user group, the codes are used in order to provide
an indication to the ground user who in turn arbitrates access to the circuit.  In
system configuration 3T where there is no dedicated voice circuit resource, the codes
are used to initiate an access request for a voice transmission.

d) Reservation request:  This field is used to indicate that the airborne user identified
in the local user ID field is requesting access for downlink data.  The elements of this
field are the number of slots being reserved for the downlink message, and the
priority of the downlink message.

Figure 3-4.  M sub-channel uplink usage for single user group
(discrete addressed voice and data system configurations)
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For case 2

a) ICAO address:  This field contains the full 24 bit ICAO address.  This constitutes
the net entry request.  A second special dedicated 16 symbol synchronization
sequence is used for M sub-channel downlink bursts used for net entry in order that
they can be identified by the ground receivers.  (Note: airborne radios are not
required to detect/decode this second sequence).

3.2 DEDICATED VOICE AND DATA CIRCUITS (SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 2V2D)

In system configuration 2V2D each of two user groups are provided dedicated slots for voice and data
traffic.  All aspects of basic voice operation as described in Section 2 apply.  In addition to this basic voice
capability, the ability to discretely address airborne users offers additional features associated with voice
operation such as Aselective calling@ on uplink, and Acaller ID@ on downlink.

3.2.1 Application

This configuration provides dedicated voice and data resources to each of two user groups with a single
25 kHz frequency assignment from a single ground radio site at ranges of up to 215 nmiles.  The TDMA
frame and slot structure as depicted in Figure 1-1 apply to system configuration 2V2D.  One user group
uses slot AA@ for voice traffic and slot AC@ for data traffic.  The second user group uses AB@ for voice and
AD@ for data.  Each of the two user groups in this system configuration gain their identity form the voice
slot.  Therefore channel selector codes AA@ and AB@ would be the only valid codes applicable to 25 kHz
frequency assignments employing this system configuration since only two user groups are supported.

3.2.2 Media access protocol

For voice operation, the media access protocol is exactly as described in Section 2:  based strictly on a
Alisten before talk@ protocol (competition limited only to users within the group) with the added ability for
voice signalling as described in Section 2.2.3.

For data operation, media access employs a centrally managed reservation protocol for all data traffic. This
approach gives the ground station maximum flexibility for making efficient use of channel capacity and for
implementing prioritization in the media access layer.  No carrier detection is required either by the
airborne or ground radios.

The management channels of the data slot and the associated voice slot play a key role in media access for
downlink data traffic.  The M sub-channel uplink burst associated with the voice slot occupies alternate
TDMA frames as shown in Figure 3-4.  The interleaved TDMA frames are used for M sub-channel
downlink bursts.  The M sub-channel bursts associated with the voice slot are referred to as AMV bursts.

All M sub-channel bursts associated with the data slot are used for downlink M sub-channel bursts.  The
M sub-channel bursts associated with the data slot are referred to as AMD@ bursts.  Figure 3-5 shows the
scheduled usage of the M sub-channel for the combined voice/data slot pair of a single user group.  Note
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that a complete media access protocol cycle requires two TDMA frames for a total of 240 ms.

Access for downlink data traffic is granted by the ground station based on reservation requests made by
airborne radios on a slotted aloha basis in designated M sub-channel downlink bursts.  Access for uplink
data traffic is managed directly by the ground station.  A complete media access protocol cycle requires
two TDMA frames for a total of 240 ms.

3.2.3 Circuit initialization

Upon entry of the frequency and slot identifier into the airborne radio, the airborne radio immediately
begins monitoring the M sub-channel uplink associated with the selected slot.  The initialization messages
associated with the selected slot are used to configure the airborne radio for operation on the circuit. 
Initialization takes less than 1 second.

Upon circuit initialization, the pilot is able to monitor the transmissions of any user on the circuit.  For
transmit, the pilot observes the same Alisten before talk@ discipline used in the current 25 kHz AM system. 
When the pilot asserts PTT, the airborne radio automatically adjusts the offset timing for the downlink V/D
sub-channel bursts in accordance with the system configuration supplied as part of the initialization
message.

The net entry procedure is initiated by the airborne radio immediately upon initialization.  To accomplish
net entry, the airborne radio transmits a net entry request at random among one of the three opportunities
for M sub-channel downlink slots in the media access protocol cycle.  Transmission of the net entry request
is made on a slotted aloha basis.  A successfully received net entry request will result in a net entry confirm
message from the ground station at the next opportunity thus Alogging in@ the airborne user to the circuit
and providing the local user ID.

3.2.4 Voice operation

The same level of voice operational capability described in Section 2 is available to the newly arrived user
as soon as the initialization process is complete.  Voice operation to this level is not dependent on the net
entry process or aircraft participation in discrete addressing and data link.  For airborne users that are
participating in discrete addressing/data link, some enhancements to voice operation can be supported if
found operationally desirable from the ground user=s perspective. Essentially this would entail a Acaller ID@
feature that could reinforce/replace the verbal identities used by the pilot on downlink and a Aselective call@
feature that enables the ground user to selectively signal the airborne user that is the recipient of a voice
call.  The local user ID in the header of the V/D bursts used for voice traffic are used to implement these
capabilities.
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Figure 3-5.  TDMA media access protocol cycle for discrete addressing and data link
(for single user group 2V2D)

3.2.5 Data operation

Addressing for data link is based on the local user ID assigned by the ground radio at the time of net entry:
 uplink V/D bursts used for data traffic employ the local user ID in the header portion of the burst to
identify the airborne recipient, and the downlink bursts from airborne radios employ the local user ID to
identify the source airborne user.  On downlink, destination addressing is not required.  Since the system is
assumed to operate in a frequency protected service volume environment, there is never any ground station
ambiguity.  On uplink, the ground station schedules its traffic for the V/D uplink bursts.  The ground
station can use both the uplink and downlink data burst (in a given media access cycle) if no downlink
traffic is to be scheduled.

On downlink, airborne radios with traffic make reservation requests in one of the three M sub-channel burst
downlink opportunities in a media access cycle.  The request includes the message length in terms of the
number of V/D bursts required and the priority of the downlink message.  Upon successful receipt of a
reservation request, the ground station either issues a reservation request or a reservation forthcoming in
the next M sub-channel uplink.  Which of these is issued will depend on the indicated priority and the
backlogged reservations from other aircraft that are pending.  Since collisions can occur on the reservation
request downlink, a retransmission algorithm is required.
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3.2.6 Connection management

Connection management can be automated to the degree desired by the CAA or service provider.  A
completely manual approach to connection management (as is required in the voice-only system) is always
available as an option.  Alternatively, a semi-automated approach could be used whereby the new channel
assignment is uplinked to the proper airborne radio under initiation by the ground user which is then
Aactivated@ by the pilot to effect the actual channel change.  Finally, a fully automated approach could be
used where no ground user or pilot intervention was required.  All approaches however must be driven by
an external ground-based application (e.g. ATC procedures or automation).

3.3 DEDICATED VOICE/SHARED DATA (SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 3V1D)

3.3.1 Application

This configuration provides dedicated voice circuits to each of three user groups with shared access to a
single data slot with a single 25 kHz frequency assignment from a single ground radio site.  The TDMA
frame and slot structure as depicted in Figure 1-1 apply to system configuration 3V1D.  Slots AA,@ AB,@ and
AC@ are used for voice traffic for each of the user groups.  Slot AD@ is the shared slot used for data traffic. 
Each of the three user groups in this system configuration gain their identity form the voice slot.  Therefore
channel selector codes AA,@ AB,@ and AC@ would be the only valid codes applicable to 25 kHz frequency
assignments employing this system configuration since only three user groups are supported.

3.3.2 Media access protocol

For voice operation, the media access protocol is exactly as described in Section 2:  based strictly on a
Alisten before talk@ protocol (competition limited only to users within the group) with the added ability for
voice signalling as described in Section 2.2.3.

For data operation, media access is consistent with the approach described in Section 3.2.2.  However, in
this case the aircraft of three different user groups are all sharing access to the same slot used for data link
traffic.  Reservation scheduling of downlinks are co-ordinated across the user groups by the ground station
to prevent conflicts.  This system configuration would be appropriate where data link traffic was relatively
light (e.g. when few applications are supported or when few aircraft are properly equipped for data link).

Voice operation, data operation and connection management are consistent with that described for system
configuration 2V2D.
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3.4 DEMAND ASSIGNED VOICE AND DATA (SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 3T)

3.4.1 Application

This system configuration differs fundamentally from all others described relative to the concept of user
groups.  In configuration 3T, the concept of user groups is used only to provide addressing:  they are not
used to establish any pre-allocation of channel resources as is done in all other system configurations.  This
configuration could be useful for maintaining high over-all channel efficiency when total voice traffic is
expected to be light and insensitive to some access delay.  Slots AB,@ AC,@ and AD@ are used for either voice
or data traffic on demand for any user on the 25 kHz channel.  These represent the valid channel selector
codes for frequency assignments under this system configuration.  In this case the code selected would
serve only to establish the identity of the ground user that voice traffic is to be routed to; the airborne radio
is not actually limited to that slot for voice and data traffic.  The address space accommodates a total of
180 aircraft maximum per channel for system configuration 3T.

3.4.2 Media access protocol

In this system configuration, the portion of the TDMA frame associated with slot AA@ is used for three M
sub-channel bursts rather than an M sub-channel burst and a V/D sub-channel burst. More than adequate
guard time is available between the individual M sub-channel bursts.  To keep the media access protocol
consistent with that of 2V2D and 3V1D, the M sub-channel of what would be slot AA,@ becomes the MV,
sub-channel of the media access cycle as per Figure 3-5.

For voice operation, media access is granted on a reservation basis rather than the Alisten before talk@
approach used in the other system configurations.  Depressing the microphone switch serves to issue a
reservation request downlink indicating that voice access is desired. The downlink uses all of the available
M sub-channel downlink opportunities on the channel without regard to slot boundaries.  The ground, when
able, accommodates the request in any M sub-channel uplink burst by setting the requesting user=s local
user ID in the reservation field and setting the proper code in the voice signal field.  These settings remain
in these fields for subsequent M uplink bursts until the user releases PTT or higher priority traffic
pre-empts the voice call.

For data operation, media access is consistent with the approach described in Section 3.2.2. However, in
this case any aircraft on the 25 kHz channel is able to utilize the appropriate resources associated with any
of the three traffic slots on the channel.
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3.5 DISCRETE ADDRESSED VOICE AND DATA SUMMARY

This section has described the capability of the TDMA system architecture to support data link operation in
several operational contexts.  System configuration 2V2D supports discrete addressing and data link in a
manner that is functionally simultaneous with voice operation where voice resources are provided to each
user group on a dedicated basis.  System configuration 3V1D similarly supports simultaneous voice and
data where data traffic demands are lower.  Finally system configuration 3T supports simultaneous access
to voice and data without channel partitioning to establish user group boundaries or dedicated voice
resources. Collectively, these three system configurations coupled with the voice-only level of operation
presented in Section 2 provide a natural time phased evolution toward increased use of data
communications with a single avionics radio system.  Through the application of the various system
configurations, the pace and degree of this evolution is placed under control of the CAA or service provider
of each individual State.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


